A local family company specialising in superior
ORANGERIES, CONSERVATORIES, DOORS AND WINDOWS

Momnouthshire Conservatory Company Show-Site
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INTRODUCTION

A FAMILY BUSINESS
We are a family business and a local, community driven company. We aim to source, wherever possible,
from regional suppliers, fellow local businesses and of course, hire local skilled tradespeople.
Chris Atwell established the company in 2004. He wished to create a model that would deliver superior
service and product quality on a personal, homegrown level. Since then, we have expanded, diversified
and grown into the brand we are today. In 2012, we relocated from Abergavenny high street to Pengethley
Garden Centre in Ross-on-Wye. The move allowed us to centralise ourselves within the three main counties
in which we work – Monmouthshire, Herefordshire and Gloucestershire.
Alongside Chris, the company is jointly managed by his son and daughter, Robyn Atwell and Lara Anstee.
Over the years, our show-site has expanded and blossomed, boasting fully furnished orangeries and
conservatories, doors and windows, as well as numerous greenhouses. Our on-site offices have extended
four-fold with our recent expansion, allowing us to continue to reside within this beautiful setting.
We hope you enjoy this brochure, designed and written in house, using only photographs of our own
installations. If this inspires you to take the next step, please feel free to pop into our show-site. We are open
Monday-Saturday, on hand to help inspire you to create your perfect extension or home improvements.

“The images within this brochure are those of our own installations”
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“The Orangery has transformed our home and we frequently
receive positive comments on the quality of the build. As a result we
would highly recommend Monmouthshire Conservatory Company
to anyone looking to improve their home.” Mr & Mrs Slater
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“Very friendly family run business that is professional and helpful.
They worked with us to create the exact look we wanted and it
exceeded our expectations. All the workmen were lovely and the
quality of their work is brilliant. Would definitely recommend to
others. Thank you so much.” Mr and Mrs Allen

“Inspirational in their design and build along with fine attention to
detail and a solid track record of excellent customer service and after
sales support.” Mr & Mrs Noakes
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THE MONMOUTHSHIRE
O R A N G E RY C O L L E C T I O N

ORANGERIES

The orangery originated in Italy during the 17th century as an impressive feature within Renaissance
Gardens, primarily created to house orange tree’s and other exotic vegetation. During this time,
glass-making technology had developed dramatically, enabling large expanses of clear glass to be
produced. The early orangeries were constructed using pillars made from stone and large panes of
glass to let in the maximum amount of natural light. As popularity grew for the desired orangery,
construction became increasingly influenced by architects creating designs to adjoin the home and
orangery structure, resulting in the build we now recognise today.
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Here at Monmouthshire Conservatory Company, we
undertake your orangery installation in its entirety,
from start to finish. From planning permission and
creating your perfect bespoke design, through to
removing existing structures, all ground works and full
structural installation of your chosen build.
Once the orangery is complete, our team will undertake
all necessary rendering and plastering, as well as the
appropriate electrics and plumbing. All you need to do
is decorate and furnish your new room to flatter your

individual taste and style. Your orangery will be
designed specifically to you and your property so it’s
worth taking the time to consider all the features of
your future build. What will be its primary function?
What glass to masonry ratio would you prefer? Will the
doors span the entire frontage of the build or would
you rather a narrower walkway? We will work with you
on all of these elements in order to result in the perfect
bespoke design, uniquely created for you, in order to
reach maximum potential and satisfaction.

ORANGERIES

ORANGERY BUILDING AND DESIGN

This line drawing emphasises the
clean finish of our Aluminium
Lantern orangery roof system.
Slimline frames with large expenses of
glass yet robustly strong and durable
- the perfect combination.

Left: Aluminium Lantern Orangery in Grey with Aluminium Bifolding Doors. Above: Aluminium Lantern Orangery design
drawing.
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ORANGERY MATERIAL AND COLOUR CHOICES
Aluminium Orangeries
With the use of strong 40mm box rafters, our Aluminium
orangeries boast a slim, elegant roof profile with excellent
thermal performance. Extra strong rafters mean the tie
bars can be set higher, guaranteeing increased headroom
as well as a contemporary, understated finish. Even in large
buildings, the roof structure remains remarkably minimal,
creating a sense of clear, free space under the eaves.
All Aluminium exterior coloured profiles are quality
finished with powder coat paint. This coating can be chosen
from any colour within the RAL spectrum, enabling you
to personalise your orangery to marry in with the existing
colour pallet of your home.

uPVC Orangeries
Our uPVC orangery roof-systems consist of a strong, slim
line Aluminium core based structure, capped with uPVC.
This capping enables the added choice of decorative gutter
fascia and external cornice detailing, creating an attractive,
eye-catching finish.
uPVC orangeries can be created in a selection of heritage
colours and woodgrain effects, allowing you to choose the
perfect finish to compliment your home. Whatever your
material choice, style or design, the quality of your orangery
will be second to none. Every build comes complete with
our ten-year guarantee, for complete peace of mind.

Above: Aluminium Orangery in Black with Aluminium Bifolding Doors. Above Right: uPVC Orangery in Grey with Aluminium Bifolding
Doors. Opposite Page: Aluminium Lantern Orangery in Grey with Aluminium Bifolding Doors.
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ORANGERIES
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Top Left: Aluminium Lantern Orangery Roof in White. Bottom Left: uPVC Orangery in Grey with Aluminium Bifolding Doors. Above
Right: Aluminium Orangery Roof in Black. Opposite Page: uPVC Orangery in Grey (internal White) with Aluminium Bifolding Doors.
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ORANGERIES
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THE MONMOUTHSHIRE
C O N S E RVAT O RY C O L L E C T I O N

C O N S E R VAT O R I E S

Throughout the Eighteenth Century, it was the fashion amongst young aristocrats to take a Grand
Tour of Europe. During their travels, they were often enchanted by the variety of plant life they
encountered throughout the Mediterranean. The first glasshouses in Britain were created to provide a
protected climate for grape vines and citrus trees, which could not withstand the cold, harsh winters.
These glass structures were named ‘conservatory’ derived from the Italian “conservato” (to store or
preserve) and Latin “ory” – a place for.
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We create beautiful conservatories that are designed
specifically for you and tailored to your individual
style and build requirements. We will advise and guide
you on every aspect to help you achieve the perfect
construction, discussing all phases of your build,
including size, style, design, material choice and colour.

C O N S E R VAT O R I E S

CONSERVATORY BUILDING AND DESIGN

Gone are the days when a conservatory was merely
for summer use. Our conservatories are created
using regulated high performance glass, enabling
your conservatory to keep a much more controlled
temperature throughout the seasons, thus creating a
space to be enjoyed 365 days a year.

Your conservatory is designed uniquely for you and
your home so it is worth taking time to consider the
exact style of build you require. We will take you step
by step through this process, discussing everything
from orientation and dimensions to roof system design
and material choice. This will enable you to sculpt a
conservatory that not only fulfills your practical needs
but also looks fantastic.

Left: uPVC Conservatory with Aluminium Roof in White. Above Left: uPVC Conservatory in White. Above Right: uPVC
Conservatory with Aluminium Roof in White.
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CONSERVATORY MATERIAL AND COLOUR CHOICES
Aluminium Conservatories
When choosing your conservatory, Aluminium frames,
despite being slimmer in style, are much stronger than many
comparative materials. This often means that Aluminium
is ideal for ambitious extensions where customers are
looking to include large expanses of glass. The slimmer
finish of Aluminium may also be perfect if you’re searching
for a sleek minimal design. Powder coating is a process
used on Aluminium to create an extensive choice of colour
within an almost unlimited spectrum. This facility results
in a sophisticated and unique finish, allowing you to
truly personalise your conservatory to match your homes
existing colour palette.

uPVC Conservatories
Our uPVC conservatory roof-system consist of an
Aluminium core based framework, capped with uPVC.
Reminiscent of classic, traditional conservatory designs,
the modern day uPVC conservatory offers much more
than it’s predecessors. As technology has developed, uPVC
conservatories now offer the highest quality framework in
an array of foil-laminated colours. Enabling you to create
your conservatory in a complimentary wood grain effect or
a selection of flattering colours.
Every conservatory we install comes with our ten-year,
insurance backed guarantee, for complete peace of mind.

Above: Aluminium Conservatory in special RAL 8003. Above Right: Aluminium Conservatory internal colour in White. Opposite Page:
uPVC Conservatory Foil Coated in Grey.
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C O N S E R VAT O R I E S
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Top Left: Aluminium Lean-To Conservatory in Black. Bottom Left: Aluminium Conservatory in special RAL 8011. Above Right: Aluminium
Conservatory internal roof in White. Opposite Page: Aluminium Lean-To Conservatory in Black.
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C O N S E R VAT O R I E S
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THE MONMOUTHSHIRE
DOOR COLLECTION

DOORS

The front door has always been an architectural statement - the grander the building, the grander
the entranceway. During the Victorian era, the front door became a particularly important feature,
especially within popular terraced housing. A Victorian door had to deliver the right impression,
convey the status of your wealth and help to distinguish your property from others.
With the modern day front door, we primarily seek a secure and sturdy entrance to our home, with
the added benefit of optimum energy efficiency. After these boxes are ticked however, what’s wrong
with creating a little style!
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COMPOSITE DOORS
Our composite doors are the perfect choice for creating
an impressive entrance to your home. Boasting maximum
strength and security, the 48mm thick, cross-bonded,
veneered, laminated timber delivers unrivalled stability,
providing homeowners with the maximum peace of mind
when it comes to the security and durability.
Composite doors offer a wider range of elegant styles with
a selection of decorative glass. From country cottage stable
doors to art deco elegance, we are sure to have the right
front door to compliment your home.

Above Left: Composite Door in Golden Oak. Top Left: Composite Door in Anthracite Grey. Top Right: Composite Door in Irish Oak.
Above Right: Composite Door in Rich Red.
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DOORS
24
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DOORS

ALUMINIUM DOORS
Since it was first used in homes in the 1980’s, Aluminium
has dramatically improved in both aesthetics and
thermal performance, becoming the slim, strong,
contemporary product of choice for many modern-day
homeowners.
Your aluminium doors will not only transform your
home or building project but will represent an important
financial investment. Aluminium looks superb, boasts
longevity, value for money, energy efficiency and
enhanced security. Our bespoke aluminium doors can
be created in any style to suit your property – bi-folding,
French and sliding to name but a few. Your doors can be
finished in any colour from the RAL colour spectrum.

Opposite Page: Aluminium Sliding Doors in special RAL 9018. Above Left: Aluminium Bifolding Doors in Grey. Above Right:
Aluminium single door in grey.
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uPVC DOORS

Not only do our uPVC doors make a fantastic first
impression – they have the added benefit of suiting most
styles of homes, as well as being practical, secure and
energy efficient.
We offer a wide range of bespoke door styles and
finishes – from simple glazed designs to more
ornate styles, with decorative glass or panelling.
As well as the classic white finish, uPVC now
comes with the added benefit of foil coating and
wood grain effect, in various shades and colours.
When it comes to style, these doors can be created
specifically to suit your individual preference and
property style.
Top Left: uPVC Door, Foil Coated in Black. Bottom Left: uPVC French Door, Foil Coated in Cream. Top Right: uPVC French Door in Irish
Oak. Opposite Page: uPVC Stable Door and Window, Foil Coated in Cream.
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DOORS
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THE MONMOUTHSHIRE
WIND OW COLLECTION

WINDOWS

Historically, a window was simply a hole in a wall to let in light. The drawback of this was that
it not only let in light but the winter elements and potential intruders. Early “windows” in the
Bronze and Iron Ages counteracted these downsides by using wooden shutters and even stretched
animal hides, dipped in oils to make them translucent and waterproof. It was not until the
invention of glass in the 17th centaury that windows took on the shape of what we now know today.
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Top Left: White uPVC Box Sash Window. Bottom Left: uPVC Window, Foil Coated in Grey. Above Right: Aluminium Windows in Grey.
Opposite Page: White uPVC Box Sash Windows.
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WINDOWS
32
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Windows are a prominent feature within any property
and are quite rightly viewed as an opportunity to
transform and improve your home. At Monmouthshire
Conservatory Company, we can help you to choose the
perfect windows for your home. Our team are able to
advise on all aspects of design, size, style, material and
colour.

WINDOWS

WINDOW DESIGN

In some cases, new windows aren’t always feasible.
Whether your home is listed or you simply can’t bear
to part with the original windows. Secondary glazing
provides a real alternative to replacement windows, they
provide improved sound and energy efficiency whilst
maintaining the appearance of your windows.

Opposite Page: uPVC Windows, Foil Coated in Cream, uPVC French Doors, uPVC Fascia and Red Composite Door. Above Left:
uPVC Bay Window, Foil Coated in Cream. Above Right: Box Sash Window, Foil Coated in Cream.
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WINDOW MATERIAL AND COLOUR CHOICES
Aluminium Windows
Improvements in aesthetics and thermal performance
has made aluminium a popular choice for many of our
customers. Our aluminium window frames are now
slimmer and stronger than ever before, allowing more glass
within the frame and therefore an abundance of natural
light into your home. Clean joints and subtle lines offer an
exceptional finish for homeowners in search of a superior
quality product.
Our bespoke windows can be created in any style to suit
the period of property – casement, inline slider, bifold, bay
or Georgian, to name but a few. Your windows can even be
created in any colour from the RAL colour spectrum.

uPVC Windows
Our uPVC windows are a clear favourite amongst our
customers. uPVC windows are popular not only because
they suit most styles of homes, but also because they are
practical and of course, energy efficient.
As well as the classic white finish, we offer uPVC windows
in a range of foil coated colours and woodgrain effects.
When it comes to style, these windows can be created
specifically to suit your individual preference and property
style. Casement, inline slider, bay and Georgian are just a
few of the styles that can be created.

Above Left: Grey Aluminium Window. Above Right: uPVC Windows, Foil Coated in Chartwell Green. Opposite Page: uPVC Window
Walkway, Foil Coated in Rosewood.
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WINDOWS
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E L E C T R I C A L S E RV I C E S

E L E C T R I C A L S E RV I C E S

We employ a fully accredited electrician to undertake our electrical installations. Being Napit
registered, you can rest assured that our electrical work is completed to the highest possible standard.
Our electrician is also available to undertake additional household electrical work. If you would like
a quotation, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Light Fittings and Electrical Sockets
Your build can come complete with all downlighters, light
fittings, switches and electrical sockets, as well as outdoor
lighting. We will work closely with you to achieve your
desired lighting effects and to have the correct finish on all
sockets and switches.
Heating
Many of our customers choose to heat their extensions
using electrical radiators. These radiators are low energy
and include a built-in thermostat. With that said, we can
also run heating from your existing household system or
install underfloor heating throughout your build.

Above Left: Spot Lighting. Top Right: Spot Lighting and Pendant Lights. Bottom Right: Spot Lighting and Electric Radiators. Opposite Page:
Spot Lighting and Electric Radiators.
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E L E C T R I C A L S E RV I C E S
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“The level of customer service was excellent at all times and
nothing was ever too much trouble. The range and quality of their
products represents great value for money and deliver outstanding
enhancements to any property.” Mr Carlson
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We are proud to be a Which Trusted
Trader and being a local, family company,
reputation is of the utmost importance
to us and to our customers. Here’s a few
examples of what people had to say:
GREAT
We have gradually had all our doors and windows replaced over
the last 18 months. From first to last, the quality of the windows
and the service is second to none. The work was done very neatly
and everything was left clean and tidy. Nothing was too much
trouble for all the members of the team and the after sales service
was excellent. Would not hesitate to recommend to anyone.
Thank you MCCLtd! Julia
BRILLIANT JOB
So pleased with the workmanship from the bricklayers through to
the plasterers & electrician. Pleased we went with a local family
concern, rather than a large company. Great team in the office.
Alison, Herefordshire

VERY IMPRESSED
From the first day of quotation to the final inspection, I was
very pleased and impressed with quality of work. Highly
recommended! Stuart, Gwent
EXCELLENT COMPANY
It makes a change to deal with an excellent family business,
particularly in this field. Product and the fitting work
was done on time as promised, after sales second to none.
Roger, Herefordshire
A GLEAMING SERVICE
We had complete window and door replacements and from start
to finish, Monmouthshire Conservatory Company were very
helpful, accommodating and efficient. They were streets ahead
of others we considered and we are glad we selected them. From
day one the fitters were courteous and inventive in overcoming
some unforeseen obstacles. The back up Team were also very
supportive and kept everything in check to achieve a successful
installation. We would recommend them without hesitation.
Gordon, Ross On Wye

“The Monmouthshire Conservatory Company have just finished
our new garden room. We are absolutely delighted with the end
result. Their reputation for quality and service is well deserved. We
would be very happy to recommend to anyone”. Mr MacBean
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Monmouthshire Conservatory Company
Pengethley Garden Centre
Peterstow
Ross-on-Wye
Herefordshire
HR9 6LL

Tel: 01989 730 551
Fax: 01989 730 596
info@monmouthshireconservatorycompany.co.uk
www.monmouthshireconservatorycompany.co.uk

